
The Hand Dream #2 of 3 10-22-22 @ 2-44am 

 

I dreamed yet again a very short dream. I found myself watching the earth from a side distance in 

space. How long I watched it, I’m not sure, but I was fully focused on watching it spin from 

where I was in this dream. How this would be possible unless it was the power of God letting me 

witness it, I don’t know! 

 

The world is turning, and I kept watching it rotate. So transfixed upon it was my gaze. My eyes 

caught a glimpse of something a little above the earth, so I looked upward. There coming fast, 

hard and swift is a single, very large hand balled up into a fist.  

 

It impacts the earth and I watch as the whole earth shuddered and shook from the force of the 

impact that seemed to send out ripples and waves from the powerful blow. It was one blow! A 

single strike, but when the hand began removing itself slowly, the earth no longer spun smoothly. 

 

I now hear a voice that sounds like thunder fill the whole of outer space with these words: 

 

“The time of judgment’s hand is here O’ earth! You cannot stop what has now hit your world. 

Repent! Repent I say for there is no time left for you to continue to play games with your souls! 

Your world shall never be the same when the force of my blow stops reverberating upon your 

world.” 

 

“You will begin the time of tribulation. The days before the 7-year countdown also included, 

shall begin. Tribulation days start! Then as the man of sin begins fulfilling his written role as 

found written within my holy word, your 7-year of tribulation foretold also in my word, begins 

fully. Woes have come to your world. 

 

Then I awoke! 

 

Verses 

 

Psalms 118:16 

Isaiah 24:20 

Isaiah 14:26-27 

 

 

 

 

 

 


